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Learning Objectives

• Describe recent research findings to guide 
assessment practices with DLLs. 

• Discuss several current resources and 
technologies to address the assessment process 
for a clinical scenario. 

• Explain how to present results and write reports 
using information that is critical for defending 
clinical interpretations and conclusions. 

Case Example

• Daniel has attended Independent School District since 
October 2021.  He is currently enrolled in the 7th grade 
at Middle School.

• Daniel was referred for a full evaluation due to his 
teachers’ concerns with his limited English and Spanish 
skills in speaking, writing, comprehension, and with his 
math skills.  He is also having difficulty in science.

• Daniel reportedly has trouble completing homework 
and following classroom discussion.

• Daniel currently lives at home with his mother and two 
siblings, ages 11 and 15.  

• Mom indicated no family history of learning problems.  
• Important changes in the family within the last three 

years included the separation of Daniel’s parents and 
several relocations.  

• Ms. suggested that Daniel’s academic problems might 
be attributed to too much television and not enough 
studying.  

• Teachers have expressed no concerns with Daniel’s 
behavior.  

• At the present time, math skills are reportedly at 3rd

grade level, reading at 3rd grade level, struggles with 
phonics skills; writing at 2nd grade level.  

• In ESL program and receives Math and ELA in English.  
• Received 1:1 and small group instruction in math and 

language arts.
• Content Mastery for SS and Science for help 

completing work and preparing for tests.
• Modifications: reduced/modified exams, opportunity 

to leave class for Resource and Content Mastery.
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The Seven Integral Factors
Hamayan et al. (2013)

Critical pieces of assessment for DLLs
• Personal/family factors
• Physical/psychological factors
• Cultural factors
• Previous schooling

– Includes educational model(s)  
• Language learning environment/experience
• Academic achievement in both languages
• Language and literacy skills in both languages

Arrange for an Interpreter

• Time for training, preparation and data review
• Cultural and linguistic features
• Cultural and linguistic appropriateness of 

assessment tasks
• Translate documents for parents/guardians
• Principles of assessment

– Review allowable assessment prompts
– Practice

• www.asha.org/Practice-Portal/Professional-
Issues/Collaborating-With-Interpreters/

Inform Yourself About the Language 
and Culture

Free resources
• About World Languages (AWL)
• ASHA – Phonemic Inventories and Cultural and 

Linguistic Information Across Languages
• Cultural Orientation Resource Center 
• CultureGrams – check your school library
• Ethnologue – Languages of the World 
• EthnoMed
• Omniglot
• Portland State – Multicultural Topics in CSD
• UCLA Language Materials Project

Speech-Language History Speech-Language History 

Sample

Statements About Basic Interpersonal 
Communication Skills (BICS) and Cognitive 

Academic Language Proficiency (CALP) 
Are Not Enough

Language impairment?

Statements About Basic Interpersonal 
Communication Skills (BICS) and Cognitive 

Academic Language Proficiency (CALP) 
Are Not Enough

Language impairment?

Language Experience ClassificationLanguage Experience Classification

Bilingual
evaluation

• Functional Monolingual English (FME)
– 80% or more English input-output

• Bilingual English Dominant (BED)
– 60–80% English input-output

• Balanced Bilingual (BL)
– 40–60% input-output in each language

• Bilingual Other Dominant (BOD) (Spanish)
– 60–80% other language input-output

• Functional Monolingual Other (FMO)
– 80% or more other language input-output

(Peña, Gillam, Bedore, & Bohman, 2011)
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Calculation worksheetCalculation worksheet

13

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nn2b7r51e
hC3Kun9n79ZCQeH4fAvN0XB/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=

116804550343495469049&rtpof=true&sd=true

Practice Activity

Additional resources from the Bilingual English-
Spanish Assessment (BESA)
• Bilingual Input-Output Survey (BIOS)
• Inventory to Assess Language Knowledge (ITALK)

Continued examination for efficiency
• Calandruccio et al. (2021) examined a 

modification of input-output calcuation based on
three grouped-time intervals (morning, early
afternoon, late afternoon-evening)

• Results
– 74-76% variance for weekday  
– 85-86% variance for weekend 

Educational History Educational History 

Previous school records indicate the following 
educational history:
• Kindergarten:  Daniel enrolled in the transitional

bilingual education program (TBE) in (school district 1 
Arizona).  

• 1st:  Daniel attended the TBE program in the      
(district 1).  School records indicate that he received 
satisfactory grade in all areas.  

• 2nd: Daniel started second grade in (district 2 Texas) 
and then transferred back to (district 1), where he 
again enrolled in the TBE program.  His second grade 
records from X indicate that Daniel was making 
progress in all areas.  
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• 3rd: Daniel continued in the TBE program at       
(district 1).  Records indicate concern that he needed 
improvement in writing skills.  

• 4th:  Daniel was placed in the ESL classroom.  He was 
referred for initial evaluation on due to concerns with 
math, reading, low decoding skills, and writing.  
Achievement testing indicated that he was 
performing at a 1st grade level in mathematics, 
reading, and language arts.  He qualified for special 
education services as a child with a learning disability.  
Daniel also participated in a counseling group at 
school dealing with non-completion of work, low self-
esteem, and prior anger problems.  

Education 5th -7th English
• 5th:  Daniel transferred to (district 2) where he was 

again evaluated in February and diagnosed with a 
learning disability.  He received special education 
services in English for math, reading, and writing, and 
he reportedly made good progress.  

• 6th:  Daniel returned to the (district 1). Paperwork 
indicated that Daniel would receive special 
education services in English for math, reading, and 
writing.

• 7th:  Daniel initiated the school year in district 2, and 
transferred to the new district in October.  

Language Loss

Goal

https://dese.ade.arkansas.gov/Offices/learning-services/english-learners

https://dese.ade.arkansas.gov/Offices/learning-services/curriculum-
support/arkansas-seal-of-biliteracy
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IDEA 2004

INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES EDUCATION ACT—
PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS.—Procedures to ensure that 
testing and evaluation materials and procedures utilized 
for the purposes of evaluation and placement of children 
with disabilities for services under this title will be 
selected and administered so as not to be racially or 
culturally discriminatory. Such materials or procedures 
shall be provided and administered in the child’s native 
language or mode of communication, unless it clearly is 
not feasible to do so, and no single procedure shall be 
the sole criterion for determining an appropriate 
educational program for a child.

IDEA 2004

“selected and administered so as not to be racially or 
culturally discriminatory”

“in the child’s native language or mode of 
communication”

“no single procedure shall be the sole criterion” 

2006 IDEA Final Regulations

“in the form most likely to yield 
accurate information 

on what the child knows and can do”

“variance from standard testing procedures,               
when necessary”

► Most standardized language assessments are not 
designed for bilingual learners.  

► Bilinguals must be tested in both languages, not just 
so-called “dominant.”

► Relative dominance may shift depending on 
particular social/academic task demands

SpeechSpeech

https://www.asha.org/uploadedFiles/Spanish-Phoneme-charts.pdf
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https://www.asha.org/uploadedFiles/Mandarin-Phoneme-charts.pdf

https://www.asha.org/uploadedFiles/Urdu-Phoneme-charts.pdf

Amharic and EnglishAmharic and English

Somali and EnglishSomali and English

Consonant Acquisition
27 Languages (McCleod & Crowe, 2018)

4;0-4;11
/dʒ, s, ð, ɾ, z, ʃ/

/ɣ, ɟʝ, ç, ʎ, kwh, ʦ, tsh, ħ, tˤ/

6;0-6;11
/β/

5;0-5;11
/ʒ, ɹ, θ/

/χ, r/

7:0-7;6
/ʍ/

90–100% accuracy

LanguageLanguage
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Test ModificationsTest Modifications
• Reword, expand instructions
• More practice examples
• Additional time to respond
• Test beyond the ceiling
• Do not score dialect/language differences as incorrect
• Allow client to explain answers (clinical interviewing)
• Allow the child to name real objects
• Omit items you expect the client to miss due to 

language or culture
• Total scoring
• Conceptual scoring
• Dynamic assessment
• If modify, report descriptively, not standard scores

• When assessment methods address both 
languages together:

=

bilingual monolingual

Practice Activity

https://mb-cdi.stanford.edu/adaptations.html

Linguistic
feature

Spanish Examples of L1→L2 transfer

Adjectives Noun-adjective word order soup hot (hot soup)

Auxiliary Auxiliaries “do” and “will” do not 
translate, so may be omitted

What (do) you wanna do?
(Will) You go to my school?

Negatives Double negatives exist

Prepositions Prepositions may differ “He put the food in (on) the plate”

I am mad with (at) her.

Verb tenses Spanish is a morphologically rich 
language; verb conjugations are very 
different; moreover, the lack of word 
final clusters in Spanish may also impact 
morpho-phonemic production

She talk (talked) a lot.
I walk (walked) with my mom.  

Word order Subject-verb-object word order is 
indeed common, but Spanish has more 
flexible word order

Always my teacher told me. (My 
teacher always told me.)
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Linguistic
feature

Chinese (Mandarin) Examples of L1→L2 transfer

Adjectives Noun-adjective word order soup hot (hot soup)

Articles No articles; may use masculine marker 
for his/her

I ate (an) apple.
I go to (the) store.

Auxiliary Auxiliaries are not used Where (did) you go?
He (is) very tall.

Plural Not marked I have many cat (cats).

Prepositions May differ or be less distinct, so often 
difficult

Pronouns No distinction between subject and 
object pronouns

I love he (him).

Verb tenses Verbs are not conjugated to show tense She talk (talks or talked) a lot.
I go (went) with my mom.  

Word order Time and location (adverbs) in specific 
order

Tomorrow, I see you. (I will see you 
tomorrow.)

Linguistic
feature

Urdu Examples of L1→L2 transfer

Adjectives Does not contain morphemes for 
comparative and superlative

Articles Does not have a definite article 
equivalent of “the,” so may omit 
or produce the indefinite “one”

I see (the) book.

Prepositions Urdu does not have equivalent 
prepositions, so may not make 
the correct choice

I was angry on (with) him.

Pronouns Pronouns are not marked by 
gender (he, she) and 3rd person 
singular (it)  

The book is old; her pages are 
yellow.

Word order Subject-object-verb Dog a man bit (dog bit the man)

Linguistic
feature

Amharic Examples of L1→L2 transfer

Adjectives Marked as a suffix to nouns soup hot (hot soup)

Articles No articles used with indefinite nouns I ate (an) apple.

Auxiliary Helping verbs not used
Not used in Yes/No questions

(Did) you go?

Pronouns Amharic is also a Pro-drop language
Possessive pronouns produced as 
suffixes

(I) went

Verb tenses Very different and richer morphology 
than English

Word order Verb at end of sentence
Subject-Object-Verb

I student am.

Linguistic
feature

Somali Examples of L1→L2 transfer

Adjectives Marked as a suffix to nouns soup hot (hot soup)

Articles No articles used with indefinite nouns I ate (an) apple.

Prepositions Fewer than in English, so may be difficult
(I) went

Pronouns Somali is also a Pro-drop language
Possessive pronouns produced as 
suffixes

Verb tenses Very different and richer morphology 
than English

Word order More flexible than English
Verb at end of sentence
Subject-Object-Verb

I student am.

Test Classification AccuracyTest Classification Accuracy

How accurate do professionals think standardized 
tests are?

How accurate should they be? 

Psychometrics – we have long emphasized 
Reliability and Validity
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• Understand what you are using
– Sensitivity: The probability that a person with 

impairment will test positive (true positive rate)
– Specificity: The probability that a person 

without impairment will test negative (true 
negative rate)

Example: Rapid Strep Test

http://www.dispatch.com/

How accurate is it?Sensitivity (64%) and Specificity (96.79), Gurol et al., (2010)

Interpretation

> .9 good

.8 – .89 fair

< .8 unacceptable

(Plante & Vance, 1994) 

A normal standard is better for facilitating identification 
of disability (Peña, Spaulding, & Plante, 2006)

Virginia Department of Education,
www.doe.virginia.gov/special_ed/disabilities/speech_language_impairment/index.shtml

Clinical markers that are highly indicative of 
impairment

e.g., grammaticality/grammaticality judgment, 
sentence repetition, non-word repetition 

Semantics discriminates, but vocabulary does not
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Is it possible that some tests that you are 
currently using report 

no classification accuracy data
or have unacceptable classification accuracy  

Check immediately 

• In response to pressure for uniform use of CELF-4 
Spanish
– In the CELF-4 manual, there is a section 

titled Assessment Does Not Equal Test Scores
in which the authors make it clear that 
assessment should include multiple sources of 
data to make a diagnosis

Inclusion does not necessarily mean 
accuracy

• Barragan et al. (2018) found that the CELF-4 
Spanish over-identifies Spanish-speaking DLLs 
who attend English-only schools and came from 
low-income and low-parental education 
backgrounds

• In this sample, use of the CELF-4 Spanish resulted 
in:

1 in every 3 Latino children being incorrectly 
classified as impaired

Multiple measures in both languagesMultiple measures in both languages

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association. 
(2004). Knowledge and skills needed by speech-

language pathologists and audiologists to provide 
culturally and linguistically appropriate services 

[knowledge and skills]. 

No single assessment measure should 
be used to make a diagnosis

Dynamic AssessmentDynamic Assessment

• Orellana, Wada, & Gillam (2019) - Meta-analysis of 
DA studies
– Sensitivity and specificity of dynamic assessments

considered to be reasonably high, with studies 
meeting or close to criteria of ≥ 80%

• Methodological quality may influence results
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“Language sample analysis is
one of the most valuable 
resources in the language

clinician’s toolkit”
(Ebert, 2020)

Gold standard
of language assessment for 

bilingual children
(Heilmann, Rojas, Iglesias, &      

Miller, 2016)

Creative Commons

www.narrativeassessment.com/
www.leadersproject.org/disability-
evaluation/school-age-language-

assessment-measures-slam/

https://www.languagedynamicsgroup.com
/products/cubed/cubed_download/

Tools and TechnologiesTools and Technologies

https://main.leibniz-zas.de/

www.saltsoftware.com/products/
elicitation-materials/

www.superduperinc.com/

Transcription option
www.speechtexter.com

Transcription option
Google

Transcription option
Google

In our future?

An exploration of automated narrative 
analysis via machine learning

(Jones, Fox, Gillam, & Gillam, 2019)
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Multiple measures in both languagesMultiple measures in both languages

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association. 
(2004). Knowledge and skills needed by speech-

language pathologists and audiologists to provide 
culturally and linguistically appropriate services 

[knowledge and skills]. 

• “A bilingual SLP in my district determined that a 
predominately Spanish-speaking child who 
indeed displayed a language impairment was 
not eligible for services.”

• Rationale: He was enrolled in regular English 
education program; his impairment was evident 
in Spanish but not yet in English (which he was 
not yet speaking)

An impairment in L1 will manifest in L2

Individuals shall not discriminate in the delivery of 
professional services or the conduct of research and 
scholarly activities on the basis of race or ethnicity, 
gender, gender identity/gender expression, age, 
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, or disability.

ASHA Code of Ethics

Interpreting and Reporting ResultsInterpreting and Reporting Results

70

Present results and write reports using 
information that is critical for defending 
clinical interpretations and conclusions

Interpreting and Reporting

• The X was administered to assess… 

• This test was normed on …
e.g.,…Based on parent and teacher 
questionnaires, the student’s current language 
input is 50% Spanish and 50% English, and language 
output is 40% Spanish and 60% English. This test was 
normed on monolingual English speakers; therefore, 
in accordance with IDEA’s policy on appropriate 
testing (Sec. 303.321), results are discussed in 
descriptive format…

“The test manual indicated a sensitivity of 
X% and specificity of X% with an overall 
classification accuracy of X%; this means…”
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When examiners write,

“Interpret results with caution,”

do readers actually take this into consideration?

Unlikely

• “Converging evidence from multiple sources including 
the student’s parents/caregivers, teachers, and several 
assessment measures supports the conclusion that…”

Decision

Parent

TeacherClinician

Daniel

“Further alternative assessment was conducted to 
probe Daniel’s language skills.  Portions of the 
Adolescent Test of Problem Solving (TOPS) to examine 
Daniel’s higher level language skills.  This test was 
normed on monolingual English speakers; therefore, in 
accordance with IDEA’s policy on appropriate testing 
(Sec. 303.321), results are discussed in descriptive 
format.” 

Examples

“The Preschool Language Scale – 5 was administered 
to evaluate X’s auditory language ability.  Auditory 
comprehension refers to how a person understands 
language.  This test was first administered entirely in 
English using standardized procedures.  Because of X’s 
exposure to Urdu, items that he missed were later re-
administered in Urdu to give him another opportunity 
to demonstrate the range of his receptive language 
skills.  X did/did not correctly answer additional items 
when presented in Urdu.” 

Note: (The PLS-5 Spanish allows for conceptual scoring. The BESA is 
specifically designed for Spanish-English bilingual preschool-age 
children).

“Overall language skills are within normal limits for a 
multilingual student with her educational and 
language background. English vocabulary and 
grammatical skills are appropriate to target in the ESL 
program.  In the classroom, it is also important to 
monitor her comprehension, and to provide repetition 
and/or rewording of instructions and material as 
necessary.”  

Summary

 Bilingual speakers need a bilingual assessment
 Obtain both qualitative and quantitative 

information about input and output to 
understand and document language 
experience  

 Consider cross-language transfer
 Pay careful attention to the classification 

accuracy of assessments
 Technologies support best assessment practices
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 Reporting
– IDEA 
– Do not report SS if not valid or if test was 

translated, adapted, or modified
– Provide descriptive information

 Summary, interpretation, diagnosis, and 
recommendations
– Impaired/Not impaired

– What supports may be needed 

brenda.gorman@elmhurst.edu


